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Nate slowly approached the edge of Pine Creek and peered

through the branches of a big spruce tree at the downstream end of a deep pool. I slid up behind him and stared

at the dark water below. In the clear mountain stream we

could see three 9-inch cutthroats sitting in the quiet water

We studied the pool and, more importantly, the stream

bank. Where could I stand so that I could cast and not be
seen and at an angle that the fly would land on the surface

of the pool in a natural way? Backing away from the water,

I headed downstream, got in the cold water, lowered my

watching as the stone flies washed by them. Every minute

profile, and started to wade slowly up to the runnel.

down breakfast.

The stream was only about ten feet wide. It was lined with

“Here is a great place to start,” whispered Nate. “Remember

pool in front of me was about fifteen feet long and three

or so one of them would twitch his tail, glide in, and gulp

that the art of tenkara is stealth and presentation. The fly

needs to fall softly to the surface and float through the

stones and perhaps a foot deep where I was walking. The

feet deep on the left side, getting shallower on the right.

Two large overhanging trees leaned out over the water,

feeding zone as naturally as possible. You do not have a reel

providing shade and a root system that held the bank to-

cast to the fish without them seeing you.”

found a home.

and you have a 16-foot line. Find that spot where you can
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I had the tiny 11-foot tenkara rod with about twelve feet

Fishing with a barbless hook, I knew I had to keep the pres-

end. The trick was to judge my distance very carefully and

jaw. Each time it ran, I leaned forward and let the tip of the

of braided fly line and four feet of 6x tippet attached to the

to adjust the position of my body so that when I delivered

sure on to avoid letting the fish shake the point out of its

rod flex to take the energy. Soon the trout started to tire. I

the cast my fly would land in the right place.

led the fish downstream into the shallow water. Nate wet

Checking behind me to make sure I had room for my back

fighter from the creek. With practiced ease he twisted out

cast, I flicked the line gently to the rear and then twisted
my wrist forward. Because the rod is so long and so flexi-

ble, it is easy to overpower it. Therefore, the forward wrist

action has to be slow and gentle, letting the line flow

through the air in a soft arc. As I eased the line forward, I

kept the tip relatively high. The line came to the end of its

forward movement. The Adams fly we were using curled

his hands, leaned into the pool, and gently lifted the little
the barbless hook and set the tiny fish free.

Nate Waggoner, a guide from Escalante, Utah, had led

Mary Gayle and me up high onto the Aquarius Plateau to

the north of town for our first tenkara lesson. He is an avid

practitioner of the art of tenkara. The country where he

guides is perfect for it. The creeks are relatively small and

to a slow stop and then dropped gently to the surface.

the trees that line them are large and well spaced. This al-

The fly sat high on the water and drifted into the glide. We

without a lot of cast-impeding brush in the way. After a

watched as the nearest cutthroat flicked a tail and rose into
the feeding zone. The fly gently rode the current as I raised

the tip of the long rod to keep the line off the surface. The

spotted trout opened his mouth and sucked it in. I set the

hook and the end of the slender rod vibrated as the small

lows a beginner like me the opportunity to fish the drops

great discussion on the philosophy of tenkara and a few
demonstrations in an open field of how the equipment

works, we set out on this beautiful creek to practice what

I had learned.

fish darted across the pool.
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At first it was a bit awkward as I kept reaching for equip-

“This plateau is just covered with these potholes, all filled

ment that was not there . . . no line to mend . . . no reel to

with fish,” said Nate. “I bet no more than ten fishermen a

deliberate movement . . . gentle casting . . . tight roll casts . . .

see what we can find.”

turn. But soon it started to sink in to me. Simplicity . . . slow

high arm on the drift.

“There are two cutthroats up against that far bank on the

year find their way in here. Let’s go down by the rocks and

We scrambled over the boulders and watched with aston-

ishment as a huge brookie rose to the surface, slurped a fly,

left side of the rock that is in midstream,” advised Nate.

and then sank down toward the bottom. Nate got up on the

let the fly just drift on into them.”

ran out into the pond and I peered into the shadow just un-

“Cast just to the head of the pool where it drops over and

rocks above me and started to study the water. An old log

derneath it. I saw a flicker of movement and sent the fly in

I cast and watched as the fly landed in the burble at the

its direction.

ment and then got caught up in the purling current.

The fly hardly touched the water when there was an ex-

“It is going to go on the wrong side of the rock away from the

tack like a shark. The hook set and the line stretched. This

bottom of the drop. The tiny artificial fly bobbled a mo-

fish,” cautioned my mentor. In midsentence, a beautiful little
cutthroat slashed up from behind the rock and hit the fly.

“You want me to put this one back so we can catch the one

you wanted?” I said with a grin.

Nate just shook his head and laughed. “Want to go where

plosion on the surface. No subtle slurp . . . but rather an at-

brookie of at least twenty inches headed for the far side

and there was nothing I could do when he came to the end

of the line except hang on to the rod. It was too much en-

ergy and the hook tore out.

“Wow!” was all I could say. I walked down the shore a bit,
eased out onto some rocks, and cast again. This time an 18-

we can catch some really big brookies?” he asked. “We will

inch brookie rose gently under the fly, gulped it down, and

with no trail.”

I set the hook and that fish gave me all the fight I could

have to walk uphill for a mile and a half through the woods

Both Mary Gayle and I nodded our heads. We walked back
to the car and proceeded to bounce over a track that could

hardly be called a road, easing over boulders and around
ledges that were a driving challenge. Taking our gear in

hand, we worked our way up through the trees. It was

steep and we stopped several times to rest. However, when

we topped out, the view was incredible.

In front of us was a three-acre, spring-fed pond that was as

clear as the homemade apple hard cider my uncle used to
make. It was perhaps twenty-five feet deep with a rock

slide at one end and swamp reeds at the other. Insects hov-

ered just over the water. A brace of ducks came swimming

started to swim away, unaware its life was about to change.

handle for about five minutes.

As we walked down the mountain, the light from the set-

ting sun streamed down through the canopy above, mark-

ing the forest floor with a variety of dappled centers of
color. We had been introduced to tenkara by an excellent

instructor, who taught us the value of slow movement,

easy casts, and gentle mountain stream fishing—what fishing is supposed to be about.
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out of the cattails.
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